
Computing the Business Value of 
Marketing & Communications 



Dave Cote, CEO, Honeywell: “A giant dashboard of 
disconnected data is not a portrait of business value.” 



“Marketing and PR must demonstrate the linkage between their 
spend and how well the business performs.” 

“We need to better understand the effect that headwinds and 
tailwinds have on marketing.” 

“We may need more or less PR and marketing. I don’t know. I want 
to understand both based on what produces the desired business 
impacts, not just what they cost.” 

”You can’t cost-optimize something of unknown value. That’s 
Marketing’s problem in a nutshell right now.” 

“Our marketing team is deploying lots of tools. But I’ve not seen 
anything that answers our questions about business value.” 

 

Fortune 1000 CxOs Speak Out: Takeaways from a Ten-Year 
Survey on Marketing & Communications Impact 



New Agency Business Model – Time and Business Impact 

Agency Organic Growth 

Agency Margin 

Agency Stickiness 

 
 

Inevitable Change is Coming, and 
Massive New Opportunity With It 



Awareness Confidence Trust 

Deal Close 
Deal 

Expansion 
Deal Velocity 

The Award-Winning “ISS” Heuristic: Aligning Business 
Metrics, Sales Goals and Customer Decision Psychographics 

Revenue Margin Cash Flow 



Proof is about confidence in your contribution 

A CxO-proven impact heuristic that connects B2B marketing and 

communications with customer behavior and business performance. 

An attribution approach validated and recognized by BMC Software 

and Honeywell; the In2 Innovator 25 in 2013; the In2 Innovation of 

the Year in 2014; and the 2014 Diamond SABRE. 

A proven mathematical engine that discovers the cause-and-effect 

relationships hidden in marketing, comms and business data.  

Easy-to-use software, co-developed with Fortune CxOs, that makes 

it simple to compute the relationships between marketing / comms 

performance and the outcomes the business cares about.  

 



Converges many streams of data 

Computes how long it takes for X to impact Y 

Calculates the strength of the X / Y correlation over time 

Connects the correlations into a computed attribution 

chain of impact & value 

 

Proof’s Unique Power in Your Hands 



What parts of marketing and communications build brand power with 
customers most effectively and efficiently over time? 

How does Customer Trust and Confidence impact the customer buy 
decision? 

How does my brand help my company sell more to more people faster? 

Does my brand help me recruit better people, faster and at less expense? 

What impact does my advertising have on my PR performance over time? 

Should I invest more or less in trade shows? 

Which parts of Marketing  and Comms convert fast enough to help Sales 
improve the current quarter? 

I work in Internal Communications. What’s most effective at improving 
employee awareness, productivity, morale and engagement over time? 

 

Proof: Positive Answers to Big Questions 



“Drag-and-Drop” UI allows you to quickly import data and easily 
compute time to impact, correlation, and everything else 



Rapid readout dashboards with full drill-down when you need it 



Traditional concurrent data analysis in B2B marcom doesn’t 
account for elapsed time. The result? You’re way off. 



Instant time-shifted correlation shows you what’s working, and 
how long it took for it to have an impact 



Time to Impact helps diagnose the effect that independent 
factors are having on performance (headwinds & tailwinds) 



Automated correlation performance mapping helps you 
determine real attribution and opportunity cost 



“CFO Approved” Impact Value Chains help you discover and 
substantiate how everything works together over time 



Licensing, Services and Support 

• Choice of Software-Enabled Service or SaaS 

• Powerful array of professional services 
• Baseline creation / gap analysis 
• Wide array of “use case” data recipes 
• Meta-level analysis – comparison by sector/industry 
• Results interpretation and communication 

• Support for SaaS customers 
• 8 x 5 
• Individual licenses – web based 
• Enterprise – live chat and web based 
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